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ABSTRACT
The Ministry of Finance is the state ministry in charge of state financial affairs which has two functions, namely the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) as the State General Treasurer and the Chief Operating Officer (COO) as a Budget User. As COO, the Ministry of Finance is expected to be able to provide information related to budget implementation to leaders quickly and accurately. The problem that occurs is the implementation information is still done manually, so it takes time to process. In addition, there is no information regarding budget predictions for the next semester or year. This study uses Business Intelligence (BI) as a technique in the process of building budget execution information. The Business Intelligence Roadmap is a methodology used to produce budget implementation information in the form of a dashboard. To see the prediction of the realization of the budget for the next semester or year using the forecasting method with the neural network model.

1. Introduction

Ministry of Finance is public sectors that in charge of financial affairs and state wealth. Ministry of Finance has a dual role in terms of the power of managing state finances, first as Chief Financial Officer (CFO) who has the duty of the State General Treasurer (BUN). Second, the Chief Operating Officer (COO) who has a duty as a Budget User. Ministry of Finance as the COO has twelve echelon I unit that have responsibility to formulating ministry strategies, preparing work plans and budgets, using resources efficiently and effectively, reporting on the performance and use of available resources, and evaluating performance results.

Based on the above responsibilities, the Ministry of Finance as COO is expected to be able to provide information on budget implementation in a transparently to the leaders. Figure 1 is the process of how to present data to the leaders. Based on Figure 1, the problem occurs is, it takes a long time and process to produce budget implementation information.

Besides that, there is no accurate data available as supporting material for the leaders to makes the policies. The length of a process in data processing because it is worked manually using Microsoft Excel. The downloaded data then filtered according to the needs to be presented. The data that has been processed then presented on each sheet, so to see the results, it must be clicked one by one on the available sheets. This job can reduce the speed of time in providing information and difficulty of processing data if there are employee mutations.

The right solutions for processing, analysis and presenting data is using Business Intelligence (BI). BI is a tools, technologies and solutions to extracting business information from a set of data [1]. Ministry of Finance has data that can be used to run BI, where the data is sourced from another system. The system is an integrated system of all processes related to the management. Recently the term “Business Intelligence” is referred to as “Business Analytics” [2]. Business Intelligence also provides stages and steps within a generate useful information for an organization.

This paper aims to produce budget implementation information using business intelligence which will be presented in the form of a dashboard and provide a data visualization of future prediction budget implementation trends.
2. Related Works

The role of Business Intelligence is constantly changing from what was previously only seen as an analytical application, now it is considered very important for organizational strategy. BI tools are considered a technology which results in efficient business operations by adding value to the company [3]. BI can help managers monitor and analyze quickly and efficiently [4]. BI is also the process an organization or company take advantage of virtual and digital technology to collect, manage and then analysis data [5]. In another definition, BI is an applications and technologies for gathering, storing, cleanse, analysis, and providing access to data to help managers or leaders make sound business decisions on sound time [6].

According to [7], the most regularly used analysis are cross selling and up selling, customer segmentation and profiling, parameters of interest, survival time, customer loyalty and customer switching, credit assessment, fraud detection, logistics optimization, business process forecasts, service performance appraisals internet and internet content analysis.

BI projects are organized according to the same six stages common to every engineering project. Within each engineering stage, certain steps are carried out to see the engineering project through to its completion. Business intelligence roadmap describes sixteen development steps within six stages such as Justification Stage, Planning Stage, Business Analysis Stage, Design Stage, Construction Stage and Deployment Stage as in Figure 2 [8].

Data warehouse has a role as a data source in developing Business Intelligence. According [9], Data warehouse is a collection of data based on subject-oriented, integrated, not easy to change and datasets consist of varying times in support of management decisions. In a data warehouse schema, it usually consists of one fact table and several dimension tables, where the dimension table contains a more detailed description of the fact table [10]. In [11], the author said, some of the benefits provided by the data warehouse directly, that is users can perform extensive data analysis in various ways, consolidated data presentation, timely and better information, improved system performance results, and simplified data access. Extract, transform, loading (ETL) is a data integration framework that involves extracting data from data management systems and then cleaning it, transforming it according to business needs, and finally loading it into a database [12].

Data mining is a technology that is very useful in extracting helpful knowledge within hidden data collections [13]. In [14] the author state that data mining can be showed as a result of the natural evolution of information technology. Argue of [15], said that data mining combined statistical analysis, machine learning techniques and database management in extracting forms from large databases. Other than that, data mining requires intensive computation for comparative data analysis [16].

Classification data mining is divided into two categories, that is predictive and descriptive [17]. In [18], the author states that predictive analysis is used to determine the future outcome of an event or possible situation, but it can also be used to automatically analyze large amounts of data with different variables. While the descriptive is presented in a short / summary form of data points and the main character is the data set [19].

Figure 2: Business Intelligence Roadmap
One of the data mining techniques in conducting predictive analysis is Time Series Forecasting. Time Series Forecasting is a process that uses a model to predict future events based on known time [20]. This model is used because it develops a mathematical explanation that is similar to the biological processes of neurons [21]. Neural Network also has the ability to select all possibilities between variables and this technique is one of the best prediction methods [22]. The advantages of a Neural Network among others (1) has high accuracy for complex non-linear mapping approximations, (2) very flexible with noisy data, (3) not making priori assumptions about the distribution of the data (4) easy to update with new data and dynamic environment, (5) can be implemented in parallel hardware, (6) if there is a failure, it can proceed without problems due to its parallel nature.

The neural network can make an effective forecast for the financial market and the data can be taken directly from the Internet to provide real-time and off-line data processing and analysis [23].

3. Research Methodology

This research stage consists of thirteen steps. These stages have been simplified previously according to the business intelligence roadmap method. Figure 3 is a simplification step to produce business intelligence to be more effective and efficient. These steps are explained as follows.

3.1. Justification

Identify business needs. Determine business requirements, assessment decision-making solutions, competitor software that uses business intelligence, determine business intelligence application objectives, provide business intelligence solutions, perform risk measurement.

3.2. Planning

Plan the development of the project that will be completed and deployed. Determine technical specifications required for BI development, the source of data to be obtained, determine level of Critical success factor (CSF) and the project management level.

3.3. Business Analysis

Business analysis can help to formulating problems that will be developed of BI, with determining what results are desired from business analysis, such as the subject area, time, stage stages, detailed data and even what external data is needed to answer these business questions. Then [24] also argues that the business analysis approach is used as a quick decision making, where all stakeholders are involved through open discussions.

3.4. Design

Understand solutions to business problems or enables the business opportunity. Activities performed that is design BI database, monitoring and tuning database and query designs, design ETL process flow, set up the staging area.

3.5. Construction

Develop the product, which should provide a return on investment within a predefined time frame. Activities performed that is build and testing ETL process, build and testing the application program, datamining such as determine topology and activation function, perform initialization.
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Figure 3: Research Steps

3.6. Deployment

Implement and finished the product, and then measure its effectiveness to determine whether the solution satisfy, exceeds, or fails within the expected return of investment. Activities performed that is planning for implementation, load the production database, set up the supporting, preparing a post implementation reviews, follow-up of meeting result after implementation.

4. Analysis and Result

Figure 4 is constellation schema because there is allocation and spending fact which correlated to dimension of register, fund, time, central, branch and region. A data warehouse is identified as a constellation, if the fact tables are linked [25]. In other words, constellations are schemes that have two or more facts connected to other dimensions. The source of the database is from the data
warehouse which is backed up every day and then performs the process of extract, transform, and load (ETL). The data is stored in the BI database, namely DWDashBoardBI. Figure 5 describes the ETL design flow from the source data (database source) to the destination database (database target).

In data warehouse, several activities performed in the ETL process such as extracting, cleaning, conforming tables from and loading them into data warehouse [26]. The ETL process can be seen in Figure 6-13 and the software used to create ETL is Microsoft Visual Studio.

Figure 6 describes the process of getting data from the M_Register table and then saving the data to the Dim_Register table.

Figure 7 describes the process of getting data from the M_Fund table and then saving the data to the Dim_Fund table.

Figure 8 describes the process of getting data from the M_Central table and then saving the data to the Dim_Central table.

Figure 9 describes the process of getting data from the M_Region table and then saving the data to the Dim_Region table.

Figure 10 describes the process of getting data from the M_Branch table and then saving the data to the Dim_Branch table.
Figure 11: ETL Spending Fact

Figure 11 describes the process of getting data from the T_Spending table and then saving the data to the Fact_Spending table.

Figure 12: ETL Time Dimension

Figure 12 describes the process of getting data from the M_Time table and then saving the data to the Dim_Time table.

Figure 13: ETL Allocation Fact

Figure 13 describes the process of getting data from the T_Allocation table and then saving the data to the Fact_Allocation table.

After ETL process is executed, the user can see the report from existing data in data warehouse. This report can help the leaders to analysis data about budget implementation in current years. Figure 14 is dashboard BI report which can be used as an overview in decision making. There are five headlines, such as Budget Implementation until now which is shown with speedometer chart, realization of budget implementation by expenditure, Trend of spending monthly in year on year, budget implementation year on year by expenditure and spending budget by region in map chart. This dashboard was made using PHP with CodeIgniter framework, jQuery and CSS.
The use of the php programming language with the CodeIgniter framework, CSS and jQuery makes it easy to build a dashboard because it is a programming language that is easy to learn, open source, has a large community, easy to maintain and develop rapidly.

The Forecasting method is a method used to produce predictions of budget implementation values for the following semester and RapidMiner is a tool for performing this forecasting method. This method is used because the data contains time series information. While the algorithm model used is Neural Network as in Figure 15. Figure 16 shows the results of the prediction table which is divided into 4 columns according to the windowing parameters that have been set.

5. Conclusion

Based on the results of the data analysis which has been done, the following concluded:

- The Business Intelligence dashboard which was developed at the Ministry of Finance as COO, it can be known the trend of total budget implementation, per type of expenditure, and by region or province in Indonesia.
- The Business Intelligence dashboard can also provide predictions about the budget implementation that will happen for the following years, so that can help the leaders to analysis data descriptively within decision making appropriately.
- The Business Intelligence dashboard can speed-up the process of presenting data quickly and can be accessed anywhere.

The recommendation to the next developments of BI dashboard are:

- Can provide insight to the leaders about prediction of the budget ceiling by unit of echelon 1 with include the value of inflation that happened in Indonesia.
- Linked Business Intelligence with performance data for unit of echelon 1, so that can see the relationship between the result of performance values with the amount of budget received.
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